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About This Game

MegaGlest is a classic 3d real time strategy (RTS) game, where you control the armies of one of seven different
factions: Tech, Magic, Egypt, Indians, Norsemen, Persian or Romans.

Gameplay:
It seems to start slow, but this impression changes very quickly when the first fights start. You have to manage all things at once!

While you fight you have to control your workers to build up your city, send scouts to new places and give orders to newly
produced units. This way, game play is a mix of fight micromanagement, strategy and general unit management. In some more
advanced games you typically have to control more than 100 units and in big games this can go up to more than 300 for each

player. This game is meant to be played as an RTS game and has no special focus on storylines.

Game Content:
The game itself already has a lot of content and you can play hundreds of hours.

More than 80 maps, 19 environment tilesets and 7 different factions with unique gameplay wait for you and if this is not enough
you can download more for free in the included mod manager.

If this is still not enough content for you, make your own! Making new content for MegaGlest is very easy and especially
creating maps is very simple with the included map editor.

Computer players:
MegaGlest has a very strong and aggressive AI with random behaviour! Its strength can be controlled in many steps which

allows you to setup every game as a challenge! So when you setup games, especially as a beginner, be careful and start small or
you can quickly get overrun. With patience and training, you will gain a much better understanding of game mechanics and be
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able to stand the strongest computer players - for a while.

Cross platform multiplayer
From our experience the biggest fun is to play co-op multi-player games, human vs. computer controlled players. The AI can be

made so strong that even very advanced players always have a fun challenge! But you can also play human vs. human or
whatever you want with up to 8 players.

Warning: You need a stable internet connection to play this game online, as it does not allow you to rejoin a game at the current
state of development.

Please consider to buy this game on Steam or to donate so we can continue to pay game servers and hosting!
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Title: MegaGlest
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
SoftCoder
Publisher:
Mega Glest Team
Release Date: 16 Jan, 2011

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel core i3 3217U, AMD Athlon X4

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce GTX 250, Intel 5200, Radeon HD 4850

Storage: 700 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Danish,Polish
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Really enjoying this game. The game follows the order of battle for Gettysburg, but adds a random element to the order of troop
movement and combat each turn. This keeps the game fresh, and prevents it from becoming "solveable" after learning some pet
moves. As other reviews have noted, there are some minor bugs, which probably should have been detected pre-release,
considering how long this has been in the works, but having bought other games from the developer, I'm confident the bugs will
be addressed. More importantly, its a fun, tactical game, that keeps changing each turn. Since it is unlikely that gamers will
repeat the folly of Sickles and Barlow, or Rodes' misadventures, the random order element forces you to react each turn, rethink
your overall strategy, and handle the problems that crop up during a battle. Great game at a great price!. Cosmic Leap's
simplistic approach and minimalistic graphics are interspersed with varied, fun character designs and levels which often change
up the base gameplay. For example, on one set of planets warp points are scattered throughout the level, which you have to
jump into to hop out of on the other side before running into spikes which will kill you, while on another set of levels you
control two characters simultaneously and must get both to safety in the escaping rocketship located somewhere else in the level.

Cosmic Leap's controls definitely take some getting used to, however I didn't find them as cumbersome as many others in the
review section. That being said, I used a controller (Xbox One USB) as the game recommends.

The game's simple, initial mechanic of "rotate around a planet and time your stopping and jumping to progress" is pretty
straightforward. Your character continues to move forward clockwise (or counter-clockwise) around whatever celestial body
they are currently on, unless the player opts to stop their forward momentum by making them stop completely or move counter-
clockwise in the opposite direction around the object they are currently gravitated to. Say you jump from a planet to an asteroid
before jumping to another planet, the character continues running forward and rotating around the planets (or whatever) as soon
as they land. The character will continue running forward if you don't choose to press the opposite direction on the joystick to
"stop them in place" before either pressing "forward" again or "backward" to make them go clockwise or counter-clockwise,
which can be a little awkward to interrupt sometimes.

This isn't such a big deal in the earlier levels when the game isn't throwing too much at you. However, in later levels where you
are having to stop before running headlong into massive skull creatures rampaging on their own path along the same planet or
matching your character's run to stop and go between lasers being fired from flying saucers overhead, it becomes more
challenging as the game progresses. While some may find this annoying, I thought the challenge progressed in a pretty natural
way to keep me interested without becoming bored.

Cosmic Leap doesn't have a ton of depth, with much of its replay value coming from seeing what characters you can unlock (by
timing your run through a level to reach and jump into a rocketship that's flying by somewhere during that stage before it's out
of reach.) By doing this, you unlock a deluge of characters from Skeletor-lookalikes to Dinosaurs to Cosmonauts, with a similar
variety being offered in various skins for the rocketship you have to reach. All of the characters control the same and have no
spoken dialog or abilities, but they each have their own funny personality conveyed through their design and I was always
excited to see who I had unlocked next.
Cosmic Leap's sound design and music added a lot to my enjoyment of the game, embodying electronic \/ upbeat background
music with retro \/ 8-bit style sound effects, from the rumbling engine of your spaceship to the oft-heard jumping sound effect
and the crumbly, lo-fi sound when you meet your demise.

I was skeptical this wouldn't be one of those cheap, quickly-thrown-together simplistic titles that I play for a few minutes then
never bother to boot up again when first seeing its screenshots and limited gameplay, but I'm glad I gave it a chance as its
frequently-changing levels and constant character unlocks (in addition to its enjoyable music and funny overall gameplay) kept
me coming back until I had at least completed the game, which took about 2-4 hours depending on how many levels I churned
through without running into one that gave me trouble. Some of the levels can be difficult, but if you're into having to figure out
patterns on your platformer and looking for one with a colorful, chill style Cosmic Leap fits the bill.. Potentially interesting
game, but definitely not in a finished state of development.

I'm very puzzled. The game is so approximately developed - jerky camera movements, extremely rough controls - that it looks
like the product is in beta stage.

Even the low price point doesn't make it worth in such condition. If the developers clean it up and bring it to a releasable state,
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then it's likely a good product, but not before.
. this game I give 10 out of 10 becaues it fun i want a redux of all 2 game or a new game it fun. It's a good game don't get me
wrong......but for $19.99 it's lacking. I wish it had a mode that you could just be at the station and it would just generate
missions. You just play through the story line and that is it. Maybe I'm being too picky but def. try to get this game when it goes
on sale, don't feel like I quite got $20 worth. It's fun to play games like this when you do it in real life!!. Love the music. Not
worth it. Like in the previous DLC: Good designed characters like Odin.. If it's on sale for a fiver, I say get it. It's kinda neat.

It's cute.

It's really, *really* shallow. Combat may as well not exist because there's nothing to it. The difficulty there is non-existent.

The base-building aspect is so thin that it's super disappointing. You can build a massive park, but you can't grow your own
fruits and veggies ...

For me, it's a swing and a miss, but charming for a few hours.

Don't pay much for it.. This game falls pretty squarely into the "So Bad it's Good" category of games. The animations are insane
and often non-existent, your shadow is a floating pair of arms with pants, you fight T-Rexes and robots in the same level, often
at the same time, enemies are literally transparent, the sound effects cut out at random, and yet, I really enjoyed playing through
it. It's absolutely bonkers, and if you're someone who enjoys watching bad sci-fi movies with friends, get a friend or two and
play through this together, it's quite an experience. I definitely got eight bucks worth of enjoyment out of it. It definitely needs
one or two graphics updates, the glitchy shadows, non-existent border between land and water, and blinding reflections are less
endearing then the other things I've mentioned.
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Absolutely brilliant follow-up to Weird Worlds and Infinite Space II. If you liked either of those games or you like exploration
games - you must buy this one! Whatever complaints there may have been regarding navigating the star-map don't hold true in
the latest version.

It contains everything I loved about the old version - fairly complex system under the hood with a user-friendly surface - with a
gorgeous 3d interface. I loved the way it popped on my Retina display - most games insist on playing themselves in low-res
mode but this was fully playable.

An amazingly polished game for an indie studio. I love it.. Both new tables have a widebody layout like the seven "SuperPins"
from Williams.
(Demolition Man, Popeye, Twilight Zone, Judge Dredd, Indiana Jones, Startrek TNG, Red & Ted's Road Show)
While the second table (Ahch To Island) plays a little slower cause its layout is very open and single layer,
"The Last Jedi" is the opposite. A Double Decker like Williams Pharao with a short center like taken from Bally\u00b4s Flash
Gordon. From all 73 avaliable tables for FX3 this one instant got into my top 5, cause it\u00b4s fast, has a good flow, it does not
play unfair (not that many center drains as expected on first sight).
As much as i dont want to maintain a real pinball machine with five flipper fingers in real life,
i can only recommend this one for your FX3-collection. It\u00b4s great , even if Star Wars or asteroids don\u00b4t concern you
at all.. I'm reposting this review because for some reason my last review had the "received for free" box checked. I didn't
receive this for free, it was purchased full price.

I digress.

I'll keep this short. Very fun, feels old school, very funny and witty with an overall tone of comedic style that I enjoyed. The
artstyle is very wonderful - I even found myself admiring the dragon! Very well done.

I'm extremely curious as to why this game hasn't been blown away with reviews on youtube and whatnot and I think it deserves
its fifteen minutes of fame!. im not saying that this game isnt enjoyable it just does not entertain for long. The game lacks
excitement and a desire to play more and the actions yoyu take as a player become repetive and meaningless. i would not
reccomed this game to anyone looking to invest large ammunts of time. This game has been on early access for quite some time
but from what I understand, this is all done from a one-man development? so far it looks great. the Player ship moves just about
perfect from the original Descent games. I will say though, the enemies need to be more noticeable, like those smaller ones for
instance. Maybe later on, some variety of maps that don't use the same textures but hey, what do I know?. Do not buy this
software. It was last updated on December 2015 and nothing else has happened. The offical website is no longer around. I
couldn't get a refund as I spend too long waiting.. Very fun game to play! I just recently started playing and I won't be stopping
anytime soon!. Despite the large variety of guns and upgrade parts, the weapon loadout system in Revelations 2 Raid mode is
rather rigid, encouraging players to keep several different versions of their favourite weapons.

This notion is undermined with the new skill system though, since all characters can unlock and maximise any weapon
proficiency through cross-character skill inheritance. Therefore, players will eventually gravitate towards their four favourite
weapons with every character, leaving only the special community events where they need very specialised guns (like fire ammo
weapons for the low-level challenges or pure dps builds for the giant monster invasions).

In terms of these three weapon slot upgrade DLCs, this means that the weapon rack is comfortably big enough to accommodate
almost every need\u2014even for new Raid players as they level their first character\u2014so there are zero reasons to buy any
of these DLCs.
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